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Front Cover:  Frank Brennan and Blaise 
Descollonges share advice at the 2022 Spring 
Opener at the Big Red barn. 
Back Cover:  The Shadetree Squish project 
continues.  See article inside. 
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last day of ODD Numbered Months. 
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This newsletter often features items from 
older motorcycle magazines, including 
photographs, drawings, cartoons etc.  
Where possible I acknowledge their 
source.  Often these items are often from 
"MotorCycle" and "MotorCycling", and 
the current copyright holders are Mor-
tons Motor Cycle Media.  I thank them 
for their use.

The views, opinions and technical tips 
expressed in this newsletter are those 
of the authors and do not necessarily 
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From the Prez 
John Sims 

To All Members Attending the Morro Bay Rally 
Please book your rooms IMMEDIATELY.  

The hotel will not hold the rooms much longer. 
And Please fill in the Entry Form! 

 Little Bastard Rally – Morro Bay - Update – By the time you receive this News-
letter there is only 4 weeks before our 1000-mile Rally.  If you have not taken advan-
tage of the fabulous rates at the Inn at Morro Bay you can always camp with the hardy 
members of the club, or find alternative accommodation at one of the many fine hotels 
in town.  I have made arrangements for around 50 riders at the rally and hopefully it 
will be a good turnout.  I have a couple of special stops on route.  One is the collection 
of Jason Len’s collection of bikes and cars.  I have also made arrangements to swing by 
Steve Eoreo’s after the aeroplane and car museum of the Friday.  

Rally Entrance Form - is online at Velocette Owners Club of North America – Mem-
bers Only Section.  velocette.org 
Rally Registration – July 17, 2022   5.00 pm to 6.pm  
Location – Sunset Lounge – Just off the Inn at Morro Bay Main Lobby.  
Rally Meet and Greet - July 17, 2022   6.00 pm to 8.00pm  
Location – Sunset Lounge – Just off the Inn at Morro Bay Main Lobby.  
Hoteliers – the great rates the Inn at Morro Bay will not last forever.  Please book up as 
soon as possible before all surplus rooms are returned. 
Campers – We have 6 sites for Tent Camping at Morro Bay, and 7 small sites at Saddle 
Back Mountain. Camping sites and location will be on the website and emailed to all 
campers. The spots will be on a first come basis.  
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Maps & Route Directions – This year the maps and routes directions are on “Ride 
with GPS.” 
Check out and see if you can load Day 1 – Outbound and Return work on you apple and 
android. The download is free and you should be able to see the maps and directions. 
The milage and turn will be given in the welcome package. 

 DAY 1 – MONDAY July 18, 2022 
Outward Leg - https://ridewithgps.com/routes/38500629 
Return Leg - https://ridewithgps.com/routes/39501394 

193 Miles 
 I think I have spent too much time in the shed (garage) working on my Velo-
cettes.  I have three Velocettes, a KSS and a Venom in running condition, and a Venom 
that I owned in England in the early 70’s while at university.  My dad shipped it out to 
me in the early 80’s and I took it apart to restore and rechromed it, and that’s the way it 
has been ever since.  I did use the engine in my other Venom when the engine blew up, 
and got about 30,000 miles on it before the big end went.  I have since rebuilt the origi-
nal engine and it was running fine until I went to the Spring Opener in mid-May with 
Blaise.  He was riding his recently restored Thruxton and I was on my Kevin Thurston 
modified Venom.  We rode over the Golden Gate bridge and paced the traffic speed of 
around 75 mph.  The bikes were running well and it was a beautiful day with the sun 
shining and blue sky.  We headed North up towards Sears Point Race track, and along 
the flat lands through the Marsh, the traffic was traveling at about 75 to 85 mph.  So, we 
opened our bikes up to 90 to keep ahead of the traffic and Blaise was overtaking me.  I 
still had some more power and I’m sure they would have gone faster if we had wished. 
These Velocettes were very quick in the day.  In the early 70’s there were not a lot of 
cars quicker than a Thruxton, but now I think most of them are faster and get similar 
gas milage. 
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2022 Spring Opener start from John Sims’ perspective



 We met up with the rest of the boys and girls at the Red Barn at John Ray’s 
Ranch, and had a quick natter with everyone.  Mirek came down from Ontario Canada 
for the get together, and had an eventful ride on a Clubman that was reluctant to start, 
and then on Jeff Scott’s bike.  
 We rode through the Napa Vineyards over to the Pope General Store and the 
bike was running well.  After a short break I started my bike and it promptly puked oil 
out all over the parking lot of the Popes General Store.  On starting, the oil had come 
out of the primary case at the front.  It had lost 4 or 5 pints from the oil tank and it was 
obvious that the oil was not returning to the oil tank.  I had not changed the oil filter for 
some time, probably about 3 years, and I figured that the oil filter was blocked.  Any-
way, I had to make a quick escape from the parking lot before they made me clean it up 
and I loaded the bike into the Truck of Shame (Chase Truck) and we sped off.  
 Back at the shed I drained the oil from the crankcase and primary and bypassed 
the filter with a piece of hose.  On starting the engine, the oil was circulating just fine 
and I deducted that the oil filter caused the problem.  I’ve always found the 1930’s 
Morris Minor filter a poor design and the oil filter in the oil tank is an impossible place 
for replacement.  It leads to lack of maintenance and problems with oil blow outs.  
 In the shed I cleaned the bike and installed a low-pressure spin-on filter, and 
hopefully I will remember to change the filters more regularly. 

Sims explaining the  source of the leak to Descollonges and Ray 
 Back to the shed, over the last 20 or 30 years I have been quite happy listening 
to my large cassette/radio that I bought in New York City when my brother and I visited 
in 1976.  Over the years I had bought lots of tapes, Ocean Boulevard, the Eagles, Tom 
Petty, Stones, sound track to Evita, etc. and I listen to them all the time.  It’s been good 
and reliable but the sale of cassettes died out in the 80’s.  I never replaced the radio with 
an MP3 player, Apple, disc, and now all the music is streaming.  With the technology 
changing I seem to have missed out over the last 30 years as I try to make my Velo-
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cettes more reliable.  I have come out of the shed to find that life has been passing me 
by and my Velocette still breaks down.  Just recently my daughter introduced me to 
Spotify, and now I can listen to my favorite rock bands with my earphones as I’m walk-
ing along, and when I am back into the shed I can listen on my favorite cassette/radio. 

VOCNA Summer Rally: Raffle Prizes 
Hello Velocette people. 
 I'm gathering door prizes that we'll give away during the AGM (as a raffle). 
President John and I are hoping to have enough prizes so that nobody leaves empty 
handed. If you can help, it would be greatly appreciated. I plan to make a few things, 
but you might want to donate parts or ask your local shop if they want to donate an in-
nertube or a quart of oil.  
 If you can contribute, please bring the items to me at Morro Bay, or I can possi-
bly pick them up before the rally. 
 Thanks, and happy Veloing! 
Pete Young 
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Info needed to assist in lo-
cating a pre-war 7” brake 
drum.   
WANTED:  “To finish MY 
FATHER’S 1939 350 KTS, 
Front 7” drum brake and 
speedo drive.  Dean on (Aus-
tralia) +61 0409 821 366  or 
 watson871@bigpond.com” 
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WANTED:  
Trade or Cash.  Poster 
“Triumph Wins 36th An-
nual Big Bear Run”.  This 
old race win promotional 
advertisement from 1957 
of Bud Ekins winning.  
Other similar posters want-
ed.  Good copies OK.  
Anything on Big Bear, 
Catalina or Greenhorn 
races.  Also “Motorcyclist” 
mags of 50’s and 60s. 
R.E. Rogers     Rogersr.e.
65@gmail.com 



Beautiful Thruxton belonging to a 
friend of Andrew Harris 

 Geoff Steele humor - or re-
minder to check under your bike! 
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Andrew Harris 
Eastern News 

 Greetings from the East, the snow has gone, cleaned the plug on the Velo, added 
fresh oil and it really did start first kick.  Now once again we can boldly go where no oil 
leak has gone before. (!) It’s time to bring the aroma of oil on hot metal to the 
cognoscenti once more. 
 The good news keeps on coming as I managed to fix the voltage regulator that 
stopped working towards the end of last season.  The VR has a resistance underneath, 
fine wire on a cardboard former.  The wire is soldered to a connection, looked OK at 
first but a really close look revealed a broken wire just resting in place.  A touch of the 
soldering iron and we’re back in business, not afraid of the dark anymore….. 
 Speaking of riding around after dark, many people are dismissive and judgemen-
tal about the electrical equipment on British bikes and cars, but the reality is that the 
vehicle manufacturers specified a maximum amount they would pay for a particular 
item.  Thus a dynamo or whatever was built down to a price, not up to a standard.  It is 
trite but nonetheless true to say that you get what you pay for. Better quality was cer-
tainly possible, one well known manufacturer of electrical equipment also suppled the 
aircraft industry.  Aircraft parts are definitely made up to a standard and the price of 
course reflects that as anyone who has anything to do with aircraft will attest. 
 Not all good news of course, while getting everything ready I found the strap 
holding the fuel tank to the frame had fractured at the centre bolt.  This provided a lot 
more flexibility and adjustment than was required… While making a new one I was 
surprised to find the two boltholes for the tank are not equal distance from the centre.  
Luckily I measured before drilling but who’d have thought?  I did fail to put the new 
strap on in the correct orientation however and found the holes were nowhere near 
where they should be… Take it off and turn it around.  Experience is obtained from 
making mistakes – I guess I am very experienced. 
 Interesting to see the comment from Geoff Blanthorn about Arthur Lavington 
and TT100s.  These tyres were certainly a departure from the norm and not to every-
ones taste.  Back when Dunlop brought out the tyre I knew a Velo rider who wanted the 
latest and best and so bought a set.  Unfortunately he said the handling was scary, the 
bike basically falling off the point of the triangle onto the sides.  Instead of providing 
high performance happiness it was more prone to inducing a change of underwear. 
 More change in Ontario, we no longer 
have to pay for license plate stickers, although 
vehicles still have to be registered each year but 
stickers will no longer be issued.  Seems odd as 
it’s a large revenue loss but there is an election 
coming up…. 
Some unintended consequences though – neigh-
bouring jurisdictions have laws which state a 
valid license plate sticker must be in place.  So 
vehicles going out of province run the risk of 
being ticketed. I suspect this will be a work in 
progress. 
ride safely and stay healthy, 
Andrew 
p.s. I see you raised the typo subject in FTW....I 
wasn't going to mention it but as you opened the 
box.......a fork gaiter is not a short-legged reptile 
living in Florida.  
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Inside John Stanley’s workshop!  photos by John Stanley 
Above:  Velo on the bench 
Below:  Tank Reflections. 
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From the VOCNA Treasurer:  John Stanley 
 A few months ago a friend contacted me and really wanted my low mileage 65 
MSS “Veeline”, that has an NOS Veeline touring fairing and NOS Craven saddlebags. 
Never planned to sell it as it is what I ride to the annual Rally.  The rest of the year it’s 
the 53 MAC and 51 LE that get the miles.  He really appreciates the MSS and will un-
doubtedly use it much more than I.  Although not looking for a project, he brought 2 
non-running Venoms up to see if I would take either or both in part trade.  I ended up 
taking both of them which is a good thing because both of them had parts that are work-
ing out better on the other bike.  I quickly figured out that I wanted to fix up the 57 and 
probably loosely put together the 58 as a project bike for someone.  The 58 has rear set 
controls on it already and I had some drop bars on the shelf which are now on it.  Both 
bikes had to be partially dis-assembled.  The 57 had had chromed top fork clamp, side-
car handlebars, double acting fork and scrambler springs.  That fork went to the 58 with 
new proper springs.  The Black fork from the 58 went on the 57 along with new steel 
fork tube covers and fitting the proper headlamp ears and nacelle which came in a box 
of extra parts.  The chrome ears and headlamp from the 57 went to the 58.  Neither bike 
had a workable carb on it, so a new monobloc was fitted on the 57, and new parts and 
complete carb kit went on a concentric for the 58.  The engines in both bikes had excel-
lent compression and started up easily once the carbs were fitted.   
 The bikes came with 3 gas tanks, one of which is a complete re- production. 
Surprisingly it actually looks good and fit right on the 58 with no adjustments to 
mounts.  The other Venom tank has been painted black and is currently being striped.   
 Both of these are very presentable bikes and neither will get the full restoration 
treatment, and I believe both to be mostly original finishes, although both have alloy 
wheels.  Also fitting 3.25x19 Avon Roadrider tires for both bikes.  
 Yesterday I completely serviced the Dynamo for the 57 as well as hiding an AO 
V-Reg2b regulator in the original regulator box on the dynamo strap, and will re-wire 
the rest of the bike tomorrow morning.  Then it will be back to work on finishing 
touches on my Morgan Plus 8 body off restoration which will be driven to a club meet-
ing in Olympia in a few weeks.  Picture attached.  When done the 58 “Clubmanized” 
Venom will be sold either through the club, or perhaps I will do one last auction in Las 
Vegas next January. 
 Although 
I cannot attend 
the rally this year 
due to a schedule 
conflict I will 
certainly be at 
the rally next 
year on the 57.  
Just need to put 
some saddle bags 
on it.  Already 
have a wind-
shield to put on 
for the trip. 
Happy Riding  
John 
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16th Annual
BSA Club of Northern CA, 

Velocette Club of N. America

Rigid Ride 
Sunday Aug 7th 2022

Start/Finish at Alpine Inn, aka Rosotti’s
3915 Alpine Rd, Menlo Park, CA (~1 mi west of the I-280 exit)  Depart at 9:15 am 

sharp
Ride is FREE.  Bring credit card for BBQ lunch
All old bikes with rigid rear frames are welcome 
ONLY BIKES MADE BEFORE 1975 PLEASE 

80-100 miles on twisty, scenic old stagecoach roads from the 1850’s….  
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2022VOCNA Spring Opener 
by Lanora Cox 

 Amidst the long-lasting pandemic and other apocalyptic news, what could be 
better than a day riding an old British motorcycle along nearly empty Napa roads in the 
Spring with like-hearted campadres? 
 Fourteen daring souls met at the John and Sue Ray’s Big Red Barn in Napa, in-
cluding the brave Niel Macdonald who volunteered to drive the chase truck.  As usual 
the core of riders was from nearby communities such as Cloverdale and Berkeley, but 
one international traveler, Mirek Sharp, joined us from Canada and Jack Sanders trail-
ered in from the nearby state of Nevada.   
 If awards were given, John Sims would have been a contender for long distance 
riding and the Exon Valdez awards while Pete Young would have swept the oldest bike 
category.  Sims and Blaise Descollonges amazed themselves at the speeds they could 
reach as the road on the freeway to Napa.  Other riders included Paul Adams, Frank 
Brennan, Kevin Burrell, Lanora Cox, Frank Recoder, Jim Romain, Jeff Scott, Jeff 
Ward, and the host of this event, John Ray.  Burrell and Sanders were on Triumphs, and 
Ray showed off his red Moto Guzzi.   
 Sharp planned on riding one of Ray’s Velos, but it was the usual story of doing 
repairs the day before and not taking the bike on a test ride.  Oops!  That new clutch 
cable needed some fettling.  Well, that’s what the Spring Opener is all about, finding 
out what needs to be repaired before the long rally. 
 My MAC was exhibiting a jack hammer syndrome at higher speeds.  While 
changing gears, I felt something move in an unexpected manner under my foot.  After 
checking to make sure this wasn’t operator error, I made mental notes to speak with my 
mechanic and rode around these issues.  All part of the ongoing maintenance feature of 
an older bike… probably newer ones too! 
 Somehow we all made it down the hill, along Dry Creek Road and around Lake 
Hennessey to Pope Valley where we took our first break.  Here Paul Adams addressed a 
brake cable issue and Jeff Scott lent his Endurance to Mirek.   Just as we were leaving, 
Sims’ bike sprung a major oil leak.  A blockage somewhere meant all of the oil was 
coming out whether he liked it or not.  The chase truck now held three riders and one 
bike in the back. 
 Wildflowers and greenery was growing through the areas of recent fires, and one 
scorched hillside held impossible colors of heated minerals.  The water at Lake 
Berryessa was low and the campsites still sleepy although the smell of grilled hamburg-
ers tempted more than one person to pull off and find the source.  Instead we stopped at 
Turtle Rock, a spot best known for its large and greasy egg rolls. 
 While at Turtle Rock Descollonges worked on his bike in the shade.  He bor-
rowed tools and knowledge from Frank Recoder. 
 From there it was an easy lope back along highway 121 to Napa.  Well, my 
MAC had to go on reserve….She’s a thirsty girl. 
 Back at the Big Red Barn, tires were kicked, stories told and logistics worked 
out.  Fortunately, Niel would be able to deliver Sims and his bike to his home without 
going too far out of his way.  Jack could get a ride to lunch so that he didn’t have to 
worry about parking the trailer… 
 After lunch, when everyone else had scattered to their next activities, Descol-
longes asked local youth to help him bump start his bike.  When that didn’t work, Scott 
stepped in and gave some advice.  Descollonges has assisted me with starting the MAC, 
so we know he knows the starting drill.  Maybe some jetting work or other fettling 
needs to be done.   
 These projects are never finished… 
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For Fitting Fourth Moral 
 Whilst getting up to speed at this years Great Ray Velo Spring tootle on the 
trusty MAC it seemed as if there was more effort needed to get fourth gear to engage, 
just a feeling, maybe a slight deja vu from a previous gearbox snafu.  
 Back at the local Velo service center the technician is apprized of the symptoms 
and left to mutter into his beard, brugh vruf aggressive riding style grut tilff ppt pppt 
twisty throttle twaddle hrumph.  
 Upon retrieval being summoned into the office for the paying of the piper a 
rather mangled piece of metal with pointy bits was shown as the cause of the problem 
and that the service was covered under the parts warranty.  
 It seems this sprocket ordered and then installed was given the once over and 
proclaimed correct when in fact the center bore was .003” too small to fit over the 
mainshaft hub with the crucifix teeth only just meeting but engaged by only the barest 
margin.  
 This condition hidden by the spacer to hold the chain away from the chaincase, a 
fix required as the proper offset sprocket is not available, and unnoticed until the 
sprocket spun free meshing the lands seemingly not engaging 4th gear.  
 The new part is now firmly in place with the center hole bored out to fit the 
mainshaft and fitted into the crucifix.  The moral is to come at the installation of new 
parts as if each one must be measured and fit before use.  Because it does. 
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2022 Spring Opener Photos 
Right:  John Sims and Mirek 
Sharp outside the meeting spot, 
when the Big Red Barn is 
open. 

Below:  The group gets ready 
to take off. 
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Left:  Frank Recoder offers 
tools and advice while Blaise 
Descollonges chases a mystery 
symptom. 

Below:  Departing from Pope 
Valley - which way do we go? 
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Left:  the lineup at 
the end of the day, 
back at the big red 
barn. 

Below: Pete Young, 
Paul Adams and 
Frank Brennan dis-
cuss the ride . 
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Not satisfied with 
bringing one Velo to 
the Hanford show, 
Casey Schuler, 
brought two at once! 
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Hanford Show and Swap Meet 
by Jeff Scott 

 This year, being invited to attend the premier motorcycle event of the year, I 
found myself being sweetly talked into presiding over the judging of some of the finest 
examples of vintage and classic motorcycles to be gathered one one piece of lawn. 
 That’s right I mean the Hanford, Kings County Fairgrounds, swap meet and bike 
show.  This year somewhat sparsely attended by the vendors and spectators but with a 
full range of well looking show entered motorcycles in every category including a vet-
eran Indian and a very nice oily rag Velocette MSS hack with a potential land speed 
record Venom on the hack.  Whilst waiting for the corn dog and fries combo, with large 
soda, the sound of a burbling fishtail came wafting over the grounds announcing the 
arrival of said outfit causing a complete and instant forgetting of that snack shack cui-
sine in favor of meeting the operator and owner of such a glorious combo.  
 Casey whom as it turned out we had met at the racetrack and conversed over the 
GTP Pit Bike was effusive and explicit about the history of his hack and the build and 
plans for his Venom record breaker that he wants to take to El Mirage when fettled in.  
 With encouragement for the megga on the record bike to be heard, Casey had no 
problem getting the bike lit off and going around the pit area for a few laps.  At a mod-
erate pace you understand.  A wonderful addition to the event.  
 We were able to pass on a copy of then current FTW and elicit a definite maybe 
for attendance of the summer rally.  
 So amongst the awards given out for the best competition, dirt, restored, prewar 
examples the peoples choice for the crowning achievement at least for this observer, is 
the Velo hack and Velo combo at this years premier show and shine under the Kings 
crown. 
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Above:  Old school double 
checking all the components 
and making records so you 
have a log of the various 
mechanical attributes in-
volved in your most recent 
build. 
Right:  New head is received 
from Leif Lewis.  Check him 
out on Instagram:  leif_rac-
ing 

Shadetree Squish 
by Jeffry Shadetree 

 In search of a com-
bustion chamber more fit-
ting to our current octane 
fuel, plus the added benefit 
of a little more oomph , our 
path lead us to a more com-
patible lead free technique 
used by virtually all modern 
fossil fuel engines.  Even 
the works team at Veloce 
began to produce the very 
last Thruxtons with technol-
ogy verging on what has 
come to be the normal fit-
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ment on race bikes and any 
street motor wishing to over-
come the limitations of a true 
hemispherical combustion 
chamber on pump gas. 
 Did you hear the one 
about the piston, conrod and 
the gudgeon pin go into a ma-
chine shop.   
 This place is a boring 
bar.  
 A good bore job is es-
sential to getting good sealing 
of the rings so we started off 
with getting our iron barrel 
sleeved down to standard for 
the piston from Arias.  (Cus-
tom made to provide the 
squish with a Viper head, min-
imum order 4)  The shop in 
Ojai is Leif Lewis’ shed out 
back but given to go the extra 
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Type to enter text

Above Custom Arias piston 
fit into new head. 
Left: checking the ring and 
gap.



little bit or in some cases all out to get that extra horsepower out of the project at hand. 
 This involved turning out the existing sleeve removing the spigot below the flange then 
making a custom sleeve to fit and pressing into the barrel with a top flange stop so the 
head holds the sleeve and barrel down onto the crank case through the hold down studs 
as if it were a new one piece part (you can’t tell its been sleeved) but with the advantage 
to use a longer lasting material and getting the hole straight and true without the usual 
curves and ripples of the average bore job that is often the product of machine shops 
used to doing Harley jugs 10 a minute. 
 The advantage of a straight bore is the rings are conforming to the cylinder wall 
all the way around and through out the travel length of the piston and by virtue of the 
thicker wall sleeve, the surface tends to stay true at operating temp instead of warping 
out of shape half way along as soon as the bike warms up. 
 A gas tight seal between the rings and the cylinder wall or the oil film coating is 
what keeps the expanding gasses from the bottom part of the piston, a cause over ex-
pansion and seizure, but more to the point creates more power per pop.  The narrow 
cross section first and second ring are as supplied by Arias of cast iron composition 
mated with a single piece cast oil ring.  In the past I have been in favor of the more up 
to date multi section oil ring so the specification of the single cast version seemed to be 
a step backwards however on receiving the rings from Tom, it is a one piece ring with a 
coil spring expander, and then Leif took the time to mate the ring to the barrel by lap-
ping compound until the surface contacted evenly. It seems that all rings could use a 
similar sizing to the bore so that the majority of ‘wearing in’ is done before running the 
motor. 
 Of course this can only be of use if the bore is true.  
 And whilst attending the Mellow Velo Fellow event in Ojai last fall I fell into 
discussion with one Leif Lewis regarding his race shop with his efforts to get his Tri-
umph to go through the gates at the land speed record events with the clock tipped in 
his favor.  I disremember the exact figure but it was well into the three figure numbers.   
And although we were unable to visit his shop on that occasion the plan was hatched to 
take the time to make a close approximation of the gas flow characteristics required for 
land speed records apply to a Viper head squish set up on a Venom and a deal was made 
to provide a virgin head for fettling and due make over. 
 Ed Gilkison (Thanks Ed ) was given a jingle and true to rumor a quick search in 
the second handy department produced the required piece that was sent on to Leif to 
magic up.  Part of the fix was to make the inlet size as close to 1 3/16” as possible to 
allow for a mild not wild tunnel gas funnel leading to the heart of the matter.  A 6mm 
stem sculpted tulip inlet valve sliding up and down in a bespoke c630 bronze guide and 
controlled by a single coil bee hive valve spring held in place with custom collets and 
titanium collar.  Mated up to a blended 3 cut seat of the standard size and a small back 
cut in the head above the seat to remove the shading area around the back side.  
 A 5/16” stem Exhaust valve is treated in the same manner with the port left 
largely un touched out to the standard 11/4” outlet.  Part of the machining technique in 
this case is matching the materials for the valves and the guides to be able to run very 
close tolerances with out the worry of binding .0008 for the inlet and .001 for the ex-
haust.  Next to nearly impossible,  with lash caps on the top for wear.  The valve springs 
having only one coil operate without the friction imposed, redundant harmonics are 
eliminated bye the bee hive shape, with the standard two coil type and a heat source is 
eliminated correspondingly the valve stem clearances are able to control the gasses and 
oil so that over heating is eliminated and seals are redundant.  So a crucial part of the 
performance picture is enhanced outside of the combustion chamber with the close at-
tention to detail. 
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Above:  exhaust spigot adapter for the Mk 1 clubman pipe with exhaust temperature 
probe well.   

Below:  truing head inlet flange. 
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Seat pressures and reciprocating mass are able to be be better calculated with use of 
material of a known standard.  
 Opening and closing is by a M17/5 cam with standard followers sort of an in-
between cam grind originally for the spring Mac with a power curve in-between a /7 
Mss cam and /8 Venom cam 
 Mated to this set up is a 1 1/2” Viper Mk 1 Clubman header fitted for a pyrome-
ter port and running back to the fishtail with the baffle outer tube taken out so that the 
gas passes out the louvered inner baffle and out the open end, essentially a straight shot.  
The smaller diameter pipe accentuating the tourque part of the power production.  The 
pyro port lets me see the exhaust gas temp. 
 The in part is now controlled by a 1 3/16” 10TT9 that Fred Mork supplied com-
plete with float bowl and all the connecting bits, slide and enrichment pieces, by exten-
sive and clause filled loan agreement.  This unit in particular is one of the best gas 
blenders Amal was able to produce, made out of a longer lasting material than the later 
types and easily tuned if in good fettle.  A tight fitting slide, a flat flange and the low 
speed fuel control valve replaced go well if reliable results are to be had.  And as long 
as the flat plate is out might as well make sure the flange connection on the the head is 
flat and true as well.  An air leak is the devil to trying to jet correctly. 
 The inlet side is a good place to use up some extra space with a spacer in-be-
tween the carb and head, 2 or 3” will do and corresponding tapered bellmouth velocity 
stack give a nice ram effect for the charge and these dimensions can be altered to give 
the proper resonance at the desired rpm for the desired power characteristics.   
 The book unfortunately has somehow omitted the jetting settings for a squish 
head Viper / Venom with a TT carb and small head pipe with open exhaust nor has it 
been seen listed in the setting page on Dai’s technical site.  Bummer. 

Below:  long inlet spacer and velocity stack for more torque.  
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 So far the starting point is Low speed valve 2 turns out  Main Jet 320 Needle Jet 
109 TT Needle mid position Slide #6  
 Should be able to start it up with that if the mag will put out a spark. 
 This time a Lucas Competition unit that has been gone over is going to give the 
lightning required.  For the timing with the altered squish pattern 28 deg is a safe place 
without too much advance and we can alter that as needed. 
 That’s about it for this version of the Squish under the Shadetree although I have 
learned that a more economical version is in use on many bikes in old Blighty where a 
Viper head is mated to an MSS piston with the head chamfered to make the squish area 
and with good results.  Still waiting for the Dyno stats though. 
 Tune in next issue for the Jet and Jot report. 

Above:  oil ring with expander. 
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Flashback - to First North America Velocette Rally and through the years… 
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Above:  1985 Rally, 
Olav Hassell and oth-
ers by Gil Loe 
Left:  Motley Crew, 
1987 Rally.  by Sue Ray 
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Above:  1992 Rally group photo with banner, by Gil  

Below:  1994 Rally Line up of participating motorcycles.  By Gil Loe 
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Left:  2002 Rally.  Heating  
up a head gasket at Ft. 
Worden, Stevenson WA.  by 
Gil Loe. 

Below:  2008 Eel River 
Rally.  by Gil Loe 
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Above:  2014 Salmon, Idaho group photo.  Below:  Map of VOCNA rallies 
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Look for the really fast one…Paul Adams, #8, Pukekohe. 

Hello World, 
 Size does matter 
when it comes to velocity 
stack, but in the garage 
it’s all about how you 
pack them in. 
 Seriously folks, 
use your words.  Lets get 
over this divisiveness 
and communicate better. 
 I pledge to be 
kind to any and all who 
write in.  Send me letters 
via the editor either di-
rectly to Lanoras@gmail 
or editor@velocette.org 
Kami 
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